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S U M M A R Y
A multichannel seismic and bathymetry survey of the central and eastern Gulf of Corinth
(GoC), Greece, reveals the offshore fault geometry, seismic stratigraphy and basin evolution
of one of Earths most active continental rift systems. Active, right-stepping, en-echelon, north-
dipping border faults trend ESE along the southern Gulf margin, significantly overlapping along
strike. The basement offsets of three (Akrata-Derveni, Sithas and Xylocastro) are linked. The
faults are biplanar to listric: typically intermediate angle (∼35◦ in the centre and 45–48◦ in
the east) near the surface but decreasing in dip and/or intersecting a low- or shallow-angle
(15–20◦ in the centre and 19–30◦ in the east) curvi-planar reflector in the basement. Major
S-dipping border faults were active along the northern margin of the central Gulf early in the
rift history, and remain active in the western Gulf and in the subsidiary Gulf of Lechaio, but
unlike the southern border faults, are without major footwall uplift. Much of the eastern rift
has a classic half-graben architecture whereas the central rift has a more symmetric w- or
u-shape. The narrower and shallower western Gulf that transects the >40-km-thick crust of
the Hellenides is associated with a wider distribution of overlapping high-angle normal faults
that were formerly active on the Peloponnesus Peninsula. The easternmost sector includes
the subsidiary Gulfs of Lechaio and Alkyonides, with major faults and basement structures
trending NE, E–W and NW. The basement faults that control the rift architecture formed early
in the rift history, with little evidence (other than the Vrachonisida fault along the northern
margin) in the marine data for plan view evolution by subsequent fault linkage. Several have
maximum offsets near one end. Crestal collapse graben formed where the hanging wall has
pulled off the steeper onto the shallower downdip segment of the Derveni Fault. The dominant
strikes of the Corinth rift faults gradually rotate from 090–120◦ in the basement and early
rift to 090–100◦ in the latest rift, reflecting a ∼10◦ rotation of the opening direction to the
005◦ presently measured by GPS. The sediments include a (locally >1.5-km-) thick, early-
rift section, and a late-rift section (also locally >1.5-km-thick) that we subdivide into three
sequences and correlate with seven 100-ka glacio-eustatic cycles. The Gulf depocentre has
deepened through time (currently >700 mbsl) as subsidence has outpaced sedimentation. We
measure the minimum total horizontal extension across the central and eastern Gulf as varying
along strike between 4 and 10 km, and estimate full values of 6–11 km. The rift evolution
is strongly influenced by the inherited basement fabric. The regional NNW structural fabric
of the Hellenic nappes changes orientation to ESE in the Parnassos terrane, facilitating the
focused north-south extension observed offshore there. The basement-penetrating faults lose
seismic reflectivity above the 4–14-km-deep seismogenic zone. Multiple generations and dips
of normal faults, some cross-cutting, accommodate extension beneath the GoC, including
low-angle (15–20◦) interfaces in the basement nappes. The thermally cool forearc setting and
cross-orogen structures unaccompanied by magmatism make this rift a poor analogue and
unlikely precursor for metamorphic core complex formation.

Key words: Seismicity and tectonics; Continental tectonics: extensional; Sedimentary basin
processes; Neotectonics; Fractures and faults.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The Gulf of Corinth (GoC), which separates the Peloponnesus
Peninsula from central Greece (Fig. 1), is one of the most active
continental rift systems on Earth (Abers 2001) and therefore a
much-studied natural laboratory of continental extension. For sev-
eral reasons, however, interpretations of its structure, stratigraphy
and basin evolution vary greatly and opposing conclusions have
been reached regarding fundamental rift processes. One reason for
this is the unusual tectonic setting of the GoC, obliquely transecting

the Hellenic forearc and mountains (Fig. 1). A second reason is that
the GoC’s laterally bounding structures have been hard to define,
which typifies the overall lack of continuity of active structures
linking the Anatolian strike-slip faults in the Aegean through cen-
tral Greece to the Kefalonia Transform Fault and Ionian subduction
system (McKenzie 1978; Le Pichon et al. 1995; Goldsworthy et al.
2002). A third reason is that none of the associated large earthquakes
and only one of their aftershock sequences have been recorded by
a seismometer array sufficiently densely spaced to resolve the con-
trolling fault geometry (Bernard et al. 1997). A fourth reason is

Figure 1. Topography, tectonics and geology of the Aegean region showing recent seismicity (1964–present) and arc volcanoes (red stars). Focal mechanisms
of earthquakes are from the Harvard CMT catalogue and Kiratzi & Louvari (2003). Events >40 km deep have blue compression regions whereas those <40
km have black compression regions. Most of the deep earthquakes are subduction related. Named and patterned geologic units on the Greek mainland are
after Hinsbergen et al. (2005), Jacobshagen et al. (1978), Jolivet et al. (2004) and Piper (2006). The black box indicates the area around and including the
Gulf of Corinth shown in detail in Fig. 2. Inset map shows the four proposed continental microplates, interplate velocities (red arrows), and zones of internal
extension/deformation from Nyst & Thatcher (2004). Deformation occurs primarily at the microplate boundaries although some of these, like the northern
boundary of the Central Greece microplate, are poorly defined by active faults. The southern boundary of the Central Greece microplate is the Gulf of Corinth
rift. KTF, Kefalonia transform fault; NAF, Northern Anatolian fault; PP, Peloponnesus Peninsula.
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that the extension is focused offshore, beneath nearly 1 km of water
and as much as 3 km of sediments. To penetrate this mask, image
the active structures at depth, and distinguish between the various
deformation models, we conducted a swath bathymetry and ma-
rine multichannel seismic (MCS) survey of the GoC. We interpret
these and previous results to analyse the fault geometry, seismic
stratigraphy, and basin evolution, and relate them to the regional
tectonics. We find that the rift evolution is influenced greatly by
the inherited basement fabric, with multiple generations and dips of
normal faults, including low-angle (15–20◦) faults, accommodating
extension in the Hellenic nappe stack beneath the GoC.

2 G E O L O G I C A L A N D T E C T O N I C
S E T T I N G

Mesozoic–Palaeogene convergence of the African and Eurasian
Plates created alpine mountain ranges on the northern Mediter-
ranean margin, including thickened crust in the Aegean and a
stack of NNW-trending nappes in mainland Greece (Aubouin et al.
1970; Jacobshagen et al. 1978; Pe-Piper & Piper 2002). The Ionian
and Gavrovo-Tripolitsa nappes, remnants of the continental mar-
gin of the African promontory of Apulia, underlie the Pindos nappe

whose strata (including Jurassic–Cretaceous pelagic carbonates and
Paleocene flysch) formed in one of the oceanic seaways of Neotethys
bordering the Pelagonian microcontinent (Fig. 1). The Hellenide
orogen consumed ocean basins (Pindos and Vardar) in the Meso-
zoic and with their final closure, westward nappe stacking and major
continent collisional uplift occurred in the early Tertiary (Aubouin
et al. 1970; Jacobshagen et al. 1978; Pe-Piper & Piper 2002). The
Parnassos is a large shallow-water carbonate platform (upper Tri-
assic through Cretaceous) unit that lies between the Pindos and
Pelagonian nappes, with deeper slope facies in its lower thrust sheets
(Papanikolaou et al. 2009; Papastamatiou & Tataris 1963). The gen-
erally NNW structural fabric of the Hellenic nappe stack is aligned
ESE uniquely in the Parnassos, pre-conditioning the structural grain
of the basement of the central and eastern GoC (Fig. 2).

A strong reduction in the absolute motion of Africa towards
Eurasia ∼30 Ma, increasing retreat of the Tethyan slab (of which the
Ionian Sea is an unsubducted remnant), and gravitational collapse
of over thickened crust (Le Pichon et al. 1995) resulted in extension
of the upper (Eurasian) plate and produced primarily arc-parallel
basins in the Aegean until late Miocene time (Mercier et al. 1989;
Jolivet & Faccenna 2000; Jolivet et al. 2010). This backarc-style
extension was reorganized in the Pliocene associated with the SW

Figure 2. Geologic and fault map of the Gulf of Corinth and surrounding areas compiled from Bell et al. (2008), Flotte et al. (2005), Ford et al. (2007), Jolivet
et al. (2010), Skourlis & Doutsos (2003), Palyvos et al. (2010), Papanikolaou et al. (2009), Schwan (1978) and references therein. Offshore faults within the
grid of EW0108 MCS data (thin black lines) and GoC sector boundaries (thick dashed black lines) are from this study. Topography contour interval is 1000
m and bathymetry contour interval is 200 m. Also shown are GPS velocity vectors with uncertainty ellipses in a ‘Peloponnesus-fixed’ reference frame from
Avallone et al. (2004). Vertical white lines are the locations of the profiles shown in Fig. 14. AIG, Aigion fault; P-M, Pirgaki-Mamousia fault; AKR, Akrata
fault; DER, Derveni fault; GAL, Galaxidi fault; HEL, Heliki fault; KAP, Kaparelli fault; KIA, Kiato fault; KOR, Korombili fault; LOU, Loutraki fault; PER,
Perahora fault; PSP, Psathopyrgos fault; S/NEF, S and N Eratini faults; SIT, Sithas fault; TSI, Tsivlos fault; VRA, Vrachonisida fault; WCF, West Channel
Fault; XYL, Xylocastro fault; MB, Megara Basin; P, Phyllite-Quartzite unit, with white arrows depicting shear directions from stretching lineations (Jolivet
et al. 2010).
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propagation of the Northern Anatolian Fault into the Aegean at
∼2–3 Ma (Taymaz et al. 1991), faster slab roll-back, re-activation of
some segments of the earlier formed rift zones (Armijo et al. 1996),
and creation of new rift zones in central Greece and western Anatolia
(Papanikolaou & Royden 2007). Global Positioning System (GPS)
measurements reveal that the former pattern of regional Aegean
extension has been replaced with coherent motion of the central
and southern Aegean towards the SW at 30 ± 1 mm yr–1 relative to
Eurasia (McClusky et al. 2000).

Present-day Aegean deformation is associated dominantly with
the relative motions of four microplates (Aegean, Central Greece,
South Marmara and Anatolia) plus some straining in isolated zones
internal to them, notably in the SE Aegean and southern Pelopon-
nesus forearcs (Fig. 1 inset; Nyst & Thatcher 2004). In detail, the mi-
croplate motions are more complex than can be produced by simple
models that combine slab roll-back, Northern Anatolian Fault prop-
agation, and crustal collapse; note the roll-back-bounding Kefalonia
Transform Fault terminating in the Central Greece microplate, for
example. Although the continental deformation is concentrated on
the microplate boundaries, some of these remain poorly defined by
active faults, particularly the northern and eastern boundaries of the
Central Greece microplate (Goldsworthy et al. 2002). In contrast,
the southern boundary of the Central Greece microplate is precisely
the GoC rift, where geodetic data show that the active extension
is focused offshore. GPS stations on the northern Peloponnesus
are not moving relative to one another, whereas the displacement

rate of stations north of the GoC in central Greece increases from
11 mm yr–1 adjacent Xylocastro to 16 mm yr–1 adjacent Aigion,
both along N005◦E (Figs 2 and 3; Briole et al. 2000; Avallone et al.
2004), consistent with the rotation derived by Nyst & Thatcher
(2004). On the Peloponnesus, only the three GPS stations located
north of the southern GoC border faults west of Aigion share in
the relative displacement, meaning that motion on the other north-
ern Peloponnesus normal faults (Doutsos & Piper 1990; Armijo
et al. 1996; Ghisetti & Vezzani 2004; Ghisetti & Vezzani 2005) has
ceased or is below detection (<1 mm yr–1; Avallone et al. 2004).
In contrast to these fast rates at present, GoC extension of 2–4 mm
yr–1 has been estimated from geological data averaged over late
Quaternary times (Westaway 2002).

Both modern and historical (since 480 B.C.) seismicity attest to
the activity of the GoC rift (Ambraseys & Jackson 1990; Hatzfeld
et al. 2000). In the last 50 yr 11 normal fault earthquakes Mb =
5.0–6.1 shook the region surrounding the Gulf. In the west and cen-
tre, the 1965, 1970, 1992 and 1995 events were located at 7–10 km
depth beneath the northern GoC margin and characterized by shal-
low, N-dipping nodal planes (23–34◦) and steep S-dipping planes
(Rigo et al. 1996; Fig. 3). In the easternmost sector, a 1981 cluster
of events was located in and around the Alkyonides subbasin at
7–15 km depth, and characterized by nodal planes dipping 39◦ ±
10◦ (Jackson et al. 1982; King et al. 1985; Taymaz 1992;
Braunmiller & Nabelek 1996). Unfortunately, networks of seis-
mometers with spatial densities approximating the hypocentral

Figure 3. Multibeam bathymetric data collected in the Gulf of Corinth during EW0108 combined with bathymetry from the western Gulf from McNeil et al.
(2005) and the digital elevation model of Greece. Light track lines show the locations of the MCS data collected during EW0108 and dark track lines are the data
presented in Figs 4–10 of this paper. Focal mechanisms for major recent earthquakes are shown around the perimeter. Note the shallow-angle, north dipping
nodal planes on the 1995, 1992, 1965 and 1970 earthquakes that occurred beneath the northern Gulf margin. Cross-sections of some of these earthquake focal
mechanisms are shown in Fig. 14. Pan., Pangalos Peninsula; AG, Alkyonides Gulf; GL, Gulf of Lechaio.
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depths were not deployed at the time of these earthquakes or
their aftershocks to better resolve the controlling fault location and
geometry; the exception being the study by Bernard et al. (1997)
of the aftershocks of the 1995 Aigion earthquake that constrained
slip to a fault nucleating under the north coast at 10 km depth and
propagating up dip to the south at 33◦. Such networks, deployed
at other times, recorded micro-earthquakes including clusters that
relocated along northward-dipping planes that have been cited as ev-
idence for an active low-angle detachment beneath the western Gulf
(Rietbrock et al. 1996; Rigo et al. 1996; Gautier et al. 2006).
An analysis of refracted active-source seismic wave arrivals per-
formed in parallel with this study confirms the presence of a shal-
low, northward-dipping interface beneath the southern margin of
the central Gulf (Pi Alperin et al. 2004). Hatzfeld et al. (2000),
however, suggest that the northward-dipping base of the microseis-
micity represents the brittle–ductile transition at 8–12 km depth and
not an active low-angle fault. Intense fluid circulation in the shal-
low sediments and karstified limestones has complicated heat flow
measurements in the region. The one exception is the heat flow of
53 mW m–2 derived from temperature and thermal conductivity
measurements above the Aigion fault that was intersected at 760–
770 m in the 1000-m-deep AIG10 borehole (Doan & Cornet 2007).
The authors suggest that Corinth rifting has not significantly el-
evated the heat flow, whose value we note is consistent with a
thermally cool forearc of orogenically thickened continental crust.

3 P H Y S I O G R A P H Y A N D C RU S TA L
S T RU C T U R E

The physiography of the GoC and its surrounds reflect the modifi-
cation of the inherited geomorphology and crustal structure by ex-
tension tectonics and sedimentation/erosion. Distributed Miocene
arc/backarc extension thinned Aegean crust to ∼25 km thick
whereas the crustal backbone of the Hellenic mountains beneath
the Pindos and Gravrovo-Tripolitsa nappes (Fig. 1) exceeds 40 km
thickness (Makris 1978; Papazachos & Nolet 1997; Tiberi et al.
2001; Le Pourhiet et al. 2003; Clement et al. 2004; Zelt et al. 2005;
Sachpazi et al. 2007). The GoC obliquely transects these terranes,
from the 25-km-thick crust beneath the Perahora Peninsula (Zelt
et al. 2005) across the Hellenic mountains and through the ≤65-m-
deep Rio Straits to the Ionian Sea of the Mediterranean (Figs 1–3).
The GoC is <400 m deep west of Aigion, and has subsidiary Gulfs
of Itea and Antikyra in the north (<100 m depth), Alkyonides in
the east (<200 m) and Lechaio in the SE (<100 m; Fig. 3).

The 700 m isobath approximately outlines the modern depocentre
of the central and eastern GoC, the near-planar floor of which is at
depths of 800–880 m (Figs 2 and 3). Sediment is delivered from all
sides: the low-relief northern margin, the Gulfs of Alkyonides and
Lechaio in the east and SE, the high-relief southern margin, and by
an axial and tributary channels from the shallower western basin,
but particularly from the south and west. Prograding fan deltas, and
sea level change and seismically induced mass gravity movements,
are primary sedimentary processes on the steep gulf flanks (Heezen
et al. 1966; Ferentinos et al. 1988; Papatheodorou & Ferentinos
1997; Lykousis et al. 1998; Lykousis et al. 2007). The submarine
slopes, between the shelves and basin floor, are heavily dissected by
channels and canyons, most of which have no continuation on the
surrounding shelves or land (Fig. 3). There are two exceptions to this
generality. The first are those submarine channels/canyons whose
courses are influenced/controlled by faults, such as at the mouths of
the Gulfs of Lechaio, Alkyonides and SE Antikyra, and the western

axial channel (compare Figs 2 and 3). The second results from the
rivers that originate many kilometres south of the Peloponnesus
coastline, predate the current border fault configuration, maintain
their courses and incise canyons on the uplifted footwall slopes of
the active border faults (Goldsworthy & Jackson 2001) (Fig. 3).
Uplift of the Heliki fault footwall, however, redirected flow of the
Kratis River towards the ramp between the en echelon Heliki and
Derveni faults (Weiss 2004; Ford et al. 2007; Fig. 2).

Differential subsidence between the western and central GoC has
led to submarine channels incising the slope between the western
basin floor (which is above 400 m depth) and the central basin
floor (which is below 700 m depth, Fig. 3). There is an axial
channel, whose course is controlled by the S-dipping West Chan-
nel Fault (Bell et al. 2008), with pinnate tributary channels in its
middle and upper reaches and sinuous channels that subparallel
its lower reach, coming NE off the foot of the southern slope of
the basin and then turning easterly. The slope between the west
and central GoC floor (north of Heliki and Akrata, Fig. 3) corre-
lates with a westward-thickening crust (Zelt et al. 2005; Sachpazi
et al. 2007), a NNW-trending basement culmination that Ghisetti &
Vezzani (2005) infer formed by upper crustal doming during
Miocene extension, and the middle/late Miocene–early Pliocene
East Peloponnesus Detachment System (EPDS) of Papanikolaou &
Royden (2007), whose northern extent is the Itea-Amfissa detach-
ment which trends north from Galaxidi parallel to the Pindos suture
(Figs 2 and 3; Papanikolaou et al. 2009).

Regional uplift of the Peloponnesus and Perahora Peninsulas is
revealed by fluvial incision and uplifted marine Plio-Quaternary
sediments including the late Pleistocene Corinthian terraces on the
south coast east of Xylocastro (e.g. Philippson 1892; Keraudren &
Sorel 1987; Collier et al. 1992; Armijo et al. 1996; Leeder et al.
2003; McNeil & Collier 2004; Leeder et al. 2005) and the Holocene
and Pleistocene terraces at the eastern tip of the Heliki fault (McNeil
& Collier 2004). Some have ascribed the regional uplift to forearc
uplift above the shallowly dipping Hellenic subduction zone (Collier
et al. 1992; Leeder & Mack 2007). The regional uplift is modulated
by flexural uplift of fault footwalls and the northward propagation of
normal fault activity towards the western Gulf (Ori 1989; Gawthorpe
et al. 1994; Leeder et al. 2008). The maximum rates (∼1.5 mm yr–1,
possibly increasing to ∼3 mm yr–1 in the Holocene) and amplitudes
(∼1600 m) of Quaternary uplift are located south of the central GoC
(Akrata-Derveni, Fig. 3) and taper off from there to the east and west
(Houghton et al. 2003; Pirazzoli et al. 2004).

4 M E T H O D S A N D P R E V I O U S DATA

The MCS and multibeam bathymetry data presented here were col-
lected during a geophysical survey aboard the R/V Maurice Ewing
between 2001 July 23 and August 1 (EW0108) that included
33◦N–S and 10◦E–W trending lines (with azimuths of ∼N005◦E
and ∼N095◦E, respectively, Figs 2 and 3). This was the first com-
prehensive deep-penetration MCS investigation of the submarine
basin in the GoC. Prior to this survey some shallow-penetration,
high-resolution seismic reflection data from the Gulf existed
(Perissoratis et al. 1986; Lykousis et al. 1998; Sakellariou et al.
1998; Perissoratis et al. 2000; Stefatos et al. 2002) in addition to
a few MCS profiles that did not image the basement (Brooks &
Ferentinos 1984; Higgs 1988). In addition, Lykousis et al. (2007)
and Sakellariou et al. (2007) collected a dense grid of shallow-
penetration MCS data across the entire Gulf, and McNeil et al.
(2005) and Bell et al. (2008) did likewise for the region offshore
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Aigion and Helike, but these profiles image the upper portion of
the sediment section and the basement only along the Gulf margins.
Clement (2000) pre-stack depth migrated two cross-basin MCS pro-
files shot for DEP-Hellenic Petroleum and one along-basin French-
Greek SEIS-GREECE 1997 profile that provided the first images
penetrating into the basement (Sachpazi et al. 2003).

For the EW0108 survey, a 20 air gun, 8445 cu. in. array was used
as a seismic source with a shot interval of 50 m. For each shot,
16 384 ms of data were recorded at a 4 ms sample rate. Easterly
oriented lines and the longer N-S lines in the Gulf of Itea were shot
using a 240-channel, 6-km-long streamer with a group interval of
25 m (L1–L23) whereas most of the other N–S lines were shot to a
240 channel, 3-km-long streamer, with a group interval of 12.5 m
(L24–L50). The change in streamer length was a precautionary
response to boat traffic, facilitated acquisition and reduced spatial
aliasing of dipping structures on the N–S lines across the narrow axis
of the Gulf. The streamer was instrumented with depth control birds
(set to 10 m for this survey) with compasses that provided streamer
depth and bearing. Navigation was recorded by GPS receivers on the
tail-buoy and on the R/V Maurice Ewing and integrated with the
seismic data in United Kingdom Offshore Operators Association
(UKOOA) format. The data acquisition parameters were biased
towards deep penetration, as was achieved using a 5-km streamer
on the same vessel to image the shallow-dipping normal fault to
>8 km in the Moresby Rift of the western Woodlark Basin (Taylor
et al. 1999). All of the MCS data are archived at the UTIG Marine
Seismic Data Center (www.ig.utexas.edu).

MCS data were processed through post-stack migration and inter-
preted at the University of Hawaii using ProMAX and SeisWorks,
both Landmark Graphics Corporation products. Following is a brief
description of the processing steps used to create the MCS images
presented in this paper. A crooked-line binning method was used
to geographically position each of the shots to preserve as much
data as possible around turns near the Gulf margins. The data were
edited for bad shots and excessively noisy channels. Refraction first
arrivals were muted; predictive deconvolution was performed to
compress the source wavelet; and a band pass filter was applied to
reduce the low- and high-frequency noise signals boosted after de-
convolution (Yilmaz 2001). The data were sorted into the common
depth-point domain (CDP) using the crooked-line geometry of the
streamer and a spacing of 25 m between CDP’s. Velocity analysis
was performed on selected groups of CDP gathers and spatially
interpolated to apply a normal-moveout (NMO) correction. Top
and inside mutes were applied to remove the excessively stretched
data and to suppress the strong seafloor multiples, respectively. The
data were stacked and a time-varying band pass filter pass was ap-
plied to further suppress the seafloor multiple. Finally, the data were
migrated using the most satisfactory root mean square (RMS) ve-
locities and interpreted in SeisWorks in the time domain. Only the
top four seconds of the MCS data are presented in Figs 5–9 because
no coherent reflections other than multiples were recognized below
that.

Select MCS lines were also post-migration depth converted in
ProMAX to better determine fault dip and sediment thickness. An
average velocity of 1.5 km s–1 was used in the water and linear
velocity gradients in time were determined for the sediment section
and basement to create a velocity space for each MCS profile. The
velocity used in the sediment section increased by 1 km s–1 s–1

from 1.5 km s–1 at the water-sediment interface to the top of the
basement. The sediment thickness in the Gulf, and hence the maxi-
mum sediment velocity, is highly variable. The velocity used in the
basement increased from 5 km s–1 by 0.25 km s–1 s–1. These simple

linear velocity gradients were derived from a synthesis of interval
velocity models based on our NMO velocity analyses and streamer
tomography of the EW0108 MCS data (Zelt et al. 2004), and pre-
stack depth conversion of the DEP-Hellenic Petroleum MCS data
(Clement 2000; Sachpazi et al. 2003).

Multibeam bathymetric data were collected during EW0108 us-
ing a Hydrosweep DS-2 multibeam sonar system and manually
edited after sound-velocity corrections were applied using data from
four XBT (salinity, depth and temperature) profiles collecting dur-
ing the survey. The bathymetry data are gridded with a cell size of
0.0005◦ (∼55 m) and include points digitized from nautical charts
to fill data gaps in shallow portions of the Gulf. The data presented
in Fig. 3 are a combination of the EW0108 bathymetry, those col-
lected by McNeil et al. (2005) north of Aigion and Akrata, and
a digital elevation model (DEM) of Greece topography (Fig. 3).
High-resolution swath bathymetry data have been published for the
Alkyonides Gulf by Sakellariou et al. (2007).

5 S E I S M I C S T R AT I G R A P H Y

The basin fill sediments include a thick, early-rift section, and a
late-rift section that we subdivide into three sequences and corre-
late with seven 100-ka glacio-eustatic cycles (Fig. 4). The early-rift
section varies considerably in thickness across the Gulf and its lower
part generally lacks distinct, high-amplitude, basin-wide reflectors.
For this reason we treat the early-rift section as one depositional
unit spanning a large time interval (mainly Early Pleistocene, see
below), during which resolution and correlation of discrete tectono-
sedimentary events is difficult. Areas of coherent, continuous hori-
zons are present where the early-rift sequence is not too thick (such
as near the intersection of L50, L16 and L14 with L02, Figs 5,
6, and in the east on L34–L06, Figs 7, 8). From locations such
as these we infer that the early-rift sediment fill once consisted of
continuous horizons but, due to intense faulting and fault rotation
during and after early-rift deposition, much of this coherency has
been destroyed in the thicker sections.

In contrast, the late-rift section is composed of numerous iden-
tifiable sequences that span the majority of the central and eastern
basin. The sequences consist of alternating highly reflective units
and semi-transparent units. The reflective units are composed of
doublets or triplets of high-amplitude, continuous, parallel reflectors
whereas the semi-transparent units are composed of low amplitude,
continuous, parallel reflectors. Typically, the semi-transparent units
are thicker than the highly reflective units although both change in
thickness along and across the strike of major structures in the basin.
To facilitate our interpretation and discussion of the evolution of the
basin we subdivide the late-rift section into three major sequences
numbered 1–3 from the early/late-rift transition to the seafloor (al-
though clearly it is possible to further subdivide the late-rift section).
Although their character varies along strike, the sequence bound-
aries are unconformities towards the basin margins and conformable
with under- and overlying horizons across depocentres in the centre
of the basin.

In the absence of drill-hole data from the sediment section, we
follow previous workers (e.g. Gawthorpe et al. 1994; Perissoratis
et al. 2000; Sachpazi et al. 2003) in proposing a correlation of
the seismic sequences with the 100-ka glacio-eustatic cycles whose
∼120-m-amplitude transformed the gulf into a lake when sea level
fell below the ∼65 m sill depth of the Rio Straits (Fig. 2). Sea
level cycles have been correlated on subaerial terraces south of the
Gulf (e.g. Keraudren & Sorel 1987; Armijo et al. 1996; McNeil &
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Figure 4. Seismic stratigraphy of a representative Gulf of Corinth depth section (L37) correlated with relative sea level for the past 800 ka from Bintanja &
van de Wal (2008). We divide the sedimentary section into early versus late rift, and the latter into 1st, 2nd and 3rd sequences that correlate with seven 100-ka
glacio-eustatic cycles. One of the characteristic reflectors is the basin-wide seismic doublet within late rift sequence 2 (double asterisk) that we correlate with
the sea level highstands at ∼200 and 240 ka.

Collier 2004) and have been recognized within the Gulf on shallow
penetration seismic data and sediment cores (Lykousis et al. 1998;
Perissoratis et al. 2000; McNeil & Collier 2004; Lykousis et al.
2007; Sakellariou et al. 2007; Bell et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2009).
The basin-wide extent of the late-rift sequences and their cyclic
nature indicates primary control by global sea level fluctuations
rather than by discrete tectonic events (Sachpazi et al. 2003).

Fig. 4 shows our proposed correlations of a representative
EW0108 seismic section to a reconstructed sea level curve (Bintanja
& van de Wal 2008) for the past ca. 800 ka. We adopt the alternating
marine and lacustrine sedimentation model of Leeder et al. (1998,
2005) and Collier et al. (2000), developed for the Alkyonides sub-
basin and also used by Bell et al. (2008, 2009). In their model that
links paleoclimate with seismic stratigraphic and shallow core data,
glacial lacustrine periods are characterized by low-stand deltaic and
paralic clinoforms and thick basin deposits, associated with higher
sediment yields due to wet winters and steppe-like vegetation pro-
moting high run-off in the absence of significant tree cover. Inter-
glacial, gulf conditions are characterized by condensed sedimentary
sections (thin, reflective, highstand deposits), associated with low
sediment yields and arboreal forests.

A direct seismic correlation between the sediments of the Alky-
onides or Eratini subbasins and the GoC basin is not possible be-
cause of the intervening Alkyonides Islands or Eratini horst base-
ment highs (Figs 3 and 9). Nevertheless we adopt the model that the
alternating seismic sequences imaged in the late-rift basin section
probably record the many transitions from lacustrine (thick, semi-
transparent) to marine (thin, highly reflective) conditions. Compar-
ison of our inferred stratigraphy to the sea level curve (Fig. 4) lends
credence to this interpretation. The cyclicty of seismic reflections is

well matched to the sea level curve, particularly for the past 500 ka,
under the assumption of condensed highstand sections producing
the stronger reflectors. For example, note the basin-wide seismic
doublet within LRS 2 that we correlate with the sea level highstands
at 200 and 240 ka. The alternative interpretation, that lowstand con-
ditions produce the highly reflective units from turbidity currents of
course grained, river-fed material (Perissoratis et al. 2000) would
not produce the observed dominance in the thickness of acoustically
weak versus strong units within the MCS data.

Using this model of highly reflective units recording slow de-
position during sea level high stands (i.e. gulf conditions) and the
semi-transparent units recording faster deposition during low stands
(i.e. lake conditions), our correlation of the MCS data with the sea
level curve (Fig. 4) places the 3rd/2nd LRS boundary at ∼130
ka, the 2nd/1st LRS boundary at ∼335 ka, and the early/late-rift
boundary at ∼680 ka. Our age assignments progressively diverge
with depth from those proposed by Sachpazi et al. (2003), Lykousis
et al. (2007) and Bell et al. (2008, 2009). We make the early-rift
section older, notably increasing the inferred age of the early/late-
rift boundary from ∼480 to ∼680 ka, in accord with data from the
rift sections that crop out on the northern Peloponnesus (Ford et al.
2007). To test this difference will require drilling.

Onshore investigations from Heliki to Akrata (Fig. 3) have identi-
fied three lithostratigraphic units including a Lower Group attributed
to rift basin formation at ∼3.6 Ma and a Middle Group following
rapid basin deepening and lacustrine deposition at ∼1.5 Ma (Ford
et al. 2007; Rohais et al. 2007; Rohais et al. 2008). A major uncon-
formity separating the Middle and Upper Groups represents a north-
ward shift in dominant fault activity from the Pirgaki-Mamoussia
fault (P-M in Fig. 2) to the Heliki fault at ∼700 ka. The stepped
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Figure 5. Representative (a) uninterpreted and (b) interpreted EW0108 MCS data from the western (L27) and central (L25, L24 and L50) sectors. H, Heliki
fault; WCF, West Channel fault; S/NEF, S and N Eratini faults; ESB, Eratini subbasin; GAL, Galaxidi fault; A-D, Akrata-Derveni fault; W, western sector; C,
central sector.

terraces and slope breccia deposits of the Upper Group (ca. 0.7 Ma
to present) south of the eastern tip of the Heliki fault and the active
Gilbert fan deltas on the western portion of the Heliki fault are the
onshore equivalents of the late-rift sequence. In our interpretation,

consistent with Ford et al. (submitted), the offshore early-rift sec-
tion is equivalent to the Lower and Middle Groups, mainly the latter
(i.e. Early Pleistocene). Deep early-rift strata with variably oriented
dips in isolated fault-bounded depocentres and associated erosional
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Figure 5. (Continued.)

unconformities are the offshore equivalent of Middle to Late
Pliocene fluvio-lacustrine deposits found south of the western and
central sectors (Lower Group) and in the Megara Basin (Ford et al.
2007; Leeder et al. 2008).

6 R I F T G E O M E T RY A N D E V O LU T I O N

The EW108 MCS data provide a comprehensive grid (Fig. 3) of
2-D images of the syn-rift sediments, basement and faults in the
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Figure 6. Representative (a) uninterpreted and (b) interpreted EW0108 MCS data from the central (L16, L14 and L15) and eastern (L49) sectors. D, Derveni
fault; GAL, Galaxidi fault; C, central sector; E, eastern sector.

central and eastern GoC. We present a representative subset of
the across (N–S; Figs 5–8) and along (E–W; Fig. 9) strike MCS
lines to illustrate the varied GoC structural and stratal geometries.
Post-migration, depth-converted MCS data provide dip information
(Fig. 10).

The four seismic stratigraphic sequences shown in Fig. 4 were
correlated across the EW0108 MCS dataset and used to create
two-way traveltime sequence thickness (isopach, strictly ‘isochor’)
and offsetting fault maps (Fig. 11). The faults shown cross at
least two seismic lines and/or correspond to noticeable changes in
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Figure 6. (Continued.)

sequence thickness. The widths of the fault polygons depict the
area of intersection of each fault with that sequence. Thus, up sec-
tion the fault locations migrate updip. In mapping the faults, care
was taken to preserve structural and isopach contour trends. Nev-
ertheless, survey line spacing typically >1 km makes it difficult

to uniquely correlate the numerous closely spaced minor faults in
some areas of intense deformation of the syn-rift section.

Inspection of the bathymetry and MCS data (Figs 2, 5–10) re-
veals first-order differences in the surveyed portion of the GoC
basin such that it may be subdivided it into at least four rift
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Figure 7. Representative (a) uninterpreted and (b) interpreted EW0108 MCS data from the eastern sector. S, Sithas fault; X, Xylocastro fault; DFG, Derveni
fault graben; VRA, Vrachonisida fault.

sectors along strike (Fig. 12). The central sector has a w- or u-
shaped geometry with controlling border faults to both the north
(Galaxidi) and south (Helike and Derveni). The basin is an asym-
metric graben or half-graben tilted to the south against the Derveni-
Sithas-Xylocastro border faults in the eastern sector, and tilted to
the north against the axial west channel fault in the western sec-
tor. The easternmost sector of Perahora-Lechaio-Alkyonides has
several subbasins of varying geometries. The following descrip-
tion of the GoC rift geometry and evolution will proceed, by

sectors, from west to east and from bottom to top (i.e. basement
to seafloor).

6.1 Western sector

In the western GoC rift sector, that transects the Hellenic moun-
tain Pindos nappes (Figs 1 and 2), the seafloor is shallow (mostly
<400 m, Figs 2 and 3) and the crust is thick (∼40 km) (e.g. Zelt
et al. 2005; Sachpazi et al. 2007). Our survey collected only one
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Figure 7. (Continued.)

N–S MCS profile in the western sector, on its eastern side (L27,
Fig. 5), though the shallow structure is well imaged by several
high-resolution seismic profiles as far west as Aigion (Fig. 3; e.g.
McNeil et al. 2005; Bell et al. 2008, 2009). In the region from
Helike to Akrata (Fig. 3), the GoC is bordered along the southern
coastline by the N-dipping Helike fault (Fig. 2), which contains
large Gilbert fan-deltas on its hanging wall (Rohais et al. 2007) and
creates significant footwall topography (Fig. 3). The Helike fault is
the northernmost of a series of overlapping high-angle (45–50◦)

normal faults (Fig. 2; Ori 1989; Sorel 2000; Ford et al. 2008;
Rohais et al. 2008) that formerly extended the northern Pelopon-
nesus but are currently inactive at the resolution of GPS (Avallone
et al. 2004).

Our westernmost line shows no indication of primary structural
control by the Helike fault to the south. Instead, the basement and
syn-rift horizons imaged in L27 are tilted to the north into a 50◦

S-dipping fault that controls the position of an axial submarine chan-
nel (Figs 5 and 10). Bell et al. (2008, 2009) refer to this fault as the
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Figure 8. Representative (a) uninterpreted and (b) interpreted EW0108 MCS data from the eastern (L37) and easternmost (L05, L45 and L06) sectors. X,
Xylocastro fault; K, Kiato fault; L, Loutraki fault; P, Perahora fault; Per., Perahora Peninsula; VRA, Vrachonisida fault; E, eastern sector; EM, easternmost
sector.

West Channel fault (WCF) and their multibeam and high-resolution
MCS data reveal the WCF is ∼12 km in length and extends well
beyond the western extent of the EW0108 MCS dataset as a major
seafloor fault (Fig. 2). Note that despite clear evidence for the promi-
nence of the WCF it has no strong intrabasement reflector (Fig. 5).

The synrift section thins substantially northwards across the
WCF. We identify the late-rift section north of the WCF but
correlation around our grid of data, including E–W strike lines (not
shown), indicates the early-rift section is not present. This inter-

pretation differs from previous work (McNeil et al. 2005; Lykousis
et al. 2007; Bell et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2009) that suggested the
entire synrift section is present north of the WCF and in the Eratini
subbasin (ESB), north of the horst block imaged in L27 at CDP 470.
In our interpretation, subsidence and basin sedimentation widened
northwards and were much less asymmetric during the deposition
of the 1st late-rift sequence (LRS; ca. 680–335 ka, Fig. 4), with off-
sets on the horst-bounding Eratini Faults (Bell et al. 2008) adding
to those on the WCF (L27, Figs 5, 10 and 11).
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Figure 8. (Continued.)

South of the WCF, an angular unconformity occurs across the
boundary between the 1st and 2nd LRS. The 2nd LRS sediment (ca.
335–130 ka, Fig. 4) thickens northward into the WCF, but is thin
beneath the northern half of the basin and on the northern margin
(L27, Fig. 5). As with the underlying sequences (early rift and
1st LRS), the western axial syn-rift section is substantially thinner
than the sediments in the central and eastern basin depocentres (see
following and Figs 5–8 and 11). We infer that differential subsidence
along- and across-axis was present from early in the rift history.

A well-developed system of submarine channels that incise the
slope between the western and central Gulf dominate the seafloor
morphology adjacent Heliki to Akrata (Fig. 3; McNeil et al. 2005).
These include the large axial channel that drains eastward from
water depths of ∼400 m to at least 750 m. The 3rd LRS isopach
map reflects the influence of this system on the sedimentation and
erosion patterns (Fig. 11). In L27 and L07 (Figs 5 and 9) and adjacent
lines (not shown) this pattern of erosion, or channel cut and fill, is
not obvious within sequences older than the upper 2nd LRS. We
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Figure 10. Select post-stack depth converted EW0108 MCS data. Portions of the data collected through turns near the southern margin are not shown. Inset
map shows the position of the MCS data. Fault dips are labelled. MCS data are aligned along an ∼EW oriented tie line denoted by the red vertical line with
distances between the data labelled.
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Figure 11. Contoured and colour coded isopach (strictly ‘isochor’) and fault maps for the early-rift section and the three late-rift sections described in the text.
Sediment thickness is shown in two-way traveltime. Note the different colour scales used for the early- and late-rift sequences. North dipping faults are purple
and south dipping faults are black. Fault polygon width reflects the amount of offset measured across the fault in that time interval.

infer that the relief between the western and central sectors, and the
attendant excision of the axial channel, has increased recently (i.e.
since ca. 200 ka).

6.2 Central sector

The central GoC rift sector, from just east of Eratini to-and-across
the Gulf of Itea, has thick early rift sedimentation in a w- or u-
shaped basin controlled in the north by the S-dipping faults south
of Galaxidi, and in the south by the N-dipping Helike and Derveni
faults (Figs 2 and 11). The dramatic eastward change in the basin
architecture of the western versus central rift sectors, apparent from
a comparison of L27 and L25 (Fig. 5), occurs over a short distance
(the two lines are 7 km apart) that coincides with the eastward
deepening Gulf floor (Fig. 3) and basement (L07, Fig. 9), signifi-
cant crustal thinning (Zelt et al. 2005; Sachpazi et al. 2007), and
proposed basement discontinuities (Papanikolaou & Royden 2007;
Ghisetti & Vezzani 2005; Ghisetti & Vezzani 2004). Our MCS strike
lines (e.g. L07 in Fig. 9 and L01 in Zelt et al. 2004) do not image
the proposed basement discontinuities. The Helike and Eratini nor-
mal faults are continuous across the sector boundary (Figs 2 and
11). The different geometry of the rift sectors correlates with the
different geology of the basement exposed to the north and south
of the GoC. Instead of the N–NNW-trending structural fabric of
the Pindos nappe in the western sector, the central sector has the
Parnassos carbonate platform (whose structural fabric swings to the
ESE) to the north, and the basement culmination of the Gavrovo-
Tripolitsa nappes, partially covered by rift-related sediments, to the
south (Fig. 2).

The Heliki fault becomes a submarine fault where it crosses the
boundary between the western and central sectors north of Akrata

(Figs 2 and 3). The Heliki fault polygon also widens significantly
across the boundary (Figs 11 and 12). Both L25 and L24 (Fig. 5)
approach close enough to the shoreline to image the downdip portion
of the Heliki fault, which is offset dextrally from the Derveni fault
across a structural ramp (Figs 11 and 12). They reveal a biplanar
fault dipping 35◦ and 15◦ (L25, Fig. 10), with the hanging wall
basement riding on the low-angle segment. Much of the synrift
section above the imaged portion of the Heliki fault contains strata
that are seaward dipping and nearly fault parallel. An updip (late-rift)
transition from dipping strata to landward onlap of the underlying
dipping strata occurs in progressively younger sequences towards
the eastern tip of the Heliki fault and does not occur past the end of
the fault (L25, L24 and L50, Fig. 5). The transition likely reflects
a change from direct sediment input across the fault and foreset
deposition (prograding submarine fan delta) to indirect sediment
input around the eastern end of the fault, from the north and west,
resulting in onlap of the dipping strata. Renewed or accelerated late-
rift motion on the eastern end of the Heliki fault without significant
accompanied motion along the opposed, northern margin faults,
would result in southward tilting of their common hanging wall
blocks, differential subsidence of the basin, eastward diversion of
the Kratis River (north of Akrata, Fig. 3) and the change to along-
axis sediment delivery from the submarine channels to the west and
north.

The Derveni fault dip is intermediate angle (∼35◦) near the
seafloor and extends downdip in a listric to biplanar fashion to a low
angle (17–20◦) in the basement where it loses definition beneath ∼4
km depth (L14 and L15, Fig. 10). The data do not approach close
enough to the southern shoreline on L50 and L16 (Figs 5 and 6)
to image the up dip and presumably steeper portion of the Derveni
fault, which underlies the slope to the south and extends westward
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Figure 12. Total sediment thickness map in depth calculated using the linear velocity gradient described in the text (top panel) and total depth to basement
map calculated by adding the total sediment thickness to the seafloor bathymetry (bottom panel). Thin contours are every 0.25 km and thick contours are every
1.0 km. Basement fault polygons are overlain on the depth to basement map and discussed in the text. The boundaries of rift sectors discussed in the text are
shown as bold dashed lines.

for ∼10 km as the subaerial Akrata fault (Rohais et al. 2007;
Fig. 2).

In addition to the Heliki and Derveni faults along the south-
ern margin, the central sector of the basin is controlled by a
S-dipping, basement-bounding, northern margin fault, which we
term the Galaxidi fault, after the town to the north (Fig. 3). Stratal

thickening and tilting of the early- and late-rift sections into N- and
S-dipping normal faults indicate the early and continued activity of
an opposed system of border faults in the central sector. The present
dip of both sets of early-rift-depocentre-bounding faults is ≤35◦

(Fig. 10). They must have cut one or other or both of themselves at
depth, in order for their common hanging wall blocks to subside.
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The Galaxidi fault does not reach the seafloor and has been replaced
by a set of high-angle faults whereas the southern margin faults are
active and create significant footwall topography.

Distributed extension in the overlap zone between these faults
results in a >2-km-thick sediment section and the deepest GoC
basement (Fig. 12). The depocentre was established early and mod-
ified by the growth of all three faults (Fig. 11) but the thickest
basin-wide sediment and deepest basement occurs on the western
end of the submarine portion of the Derveni fault, where it is low-
angle (e.g. L50, Fig. 5; L16, Fig. 6; and 17◦ in L15, Fig. 10). This
location is far from the surface outcrop of the fault at the coastline
and we do not image the normal drag and local thickening at the
base of the slope that characterize shallower portions of the fault
to the east (compare L50 and L16 with L49, Figs 5 and 6). Synrift
strata in both the early- and late-rift sections gently dip to the north
between L24 and L50 (L30, not shown) where a structural ramp
occupies the overlap zone between the Heliki and Derveni faults
(Fig. 11). We infer the ramp is a long-lived structure that has acted
as a pathway for sediment transport and influenced stacking patterns
above the adjacent faults.

As shown on L25–L15 (Figs 5 and 6) and in additional MCS data
from the same area (Zelt et al. 2004), the central sector early-rift
depocentre has controlling border faults to both the north (Galaxidi)
and south (Helike and Derveni). Only in the vicinity of L15 does
northward basement dip and stratal tilting and thickening into the
Galaxidi fault (Figs 6, 10, 11) support the interpretation based on
one industry MCS line from the same region that the early-rift GoC
central basin structure is that of an asymmetric graben tilted to the
north (Moretti et al. 2003; Sachpazi et al. 2003; Bell et al. 2009).
This contrasts with the south-tilted asymmetry evidenced on L25
and L16 and the more typical quasi-symmetry of the thickest early
rift section seen on L24, L50 and L14 (Figs 5 and 6). The EW0108
data show that, within the central sector, faults along both margins
were active throughout rifting and that the early rift dominance of
the Galaxidi fault in the east near L15 was the exception (Figs 10
and 11).

The late-rift section across the central sector more often thickens
to the south and/or into local depocentres across sedimentary faults
not clearly linked to basement structures. From this observation,
together with the significant footwall topography of the southern
margin faults in the central sector (Fig. 3), and the lack of the
same for the south-dipping, northern margin faults, we infer that
Heliki-Derveni-Akrata became the fault system accommodating the
majority of extension.

The transition occurred during 1st LRS deposition when localized
depocentres were present mid basin (near the intersections of L07 on
L24, L50 and L16 and near CDP 850 on L15), near the eastern tip of
the Helike Fault (Fig. 11), above the Derveni Fault, and against the
northern margin on L16 and L14 (Figs 5, 6). In addition, 1st LRS
sediments thicken and lap onto the early rift sequence above the
Galaxidi fault, where a number of high-angle faults create elongate,
late-rift depocentres (L25 and L24, Figs 5 and 11). These late-rift
faults often lose clear expression in the thick early rift section but
penetrate into basement on the northern margin, variably offsetting
or soling into the lower-angle portion of the Galaxidi fault. Except
for the southern border faults, the late-rift faults in the central sector
are (nearly) all high angle. The lack of a clear connection between
these faults and the basement suggests significant early-rift fault
rotation and formation of a new generation of high-angle faults at
the early- to late-rift transition (ca. 680 ka). In contrast, much of
the mouth to the Gulf of Itea is cut to basement by a high-angle,
south-dipping normal fault system that has been active from early

rift times to the present (e.g. north of L02 on L50, L16 and L14,
Figs 5 and 6).

Across most of the central sector, relative stratal thicknesses
show the southern margin dominance beginning within the 2nd LRS
(Figs 5, 6 and 11). A 2nd LRS depocentre is present adjacent to the
central section of the Derveni Fault (e.g. L50–L49, Figs 6 and 11),
localized depocentres have migrated southwards, and the 2nd LRS
sediment is thickest on the southern side of mid-basin on L25 and
L24 (Fig. 5). Slope-parallel deposition of sediments on the eastern
Heliki fault continued into the 2nd LRS, whereas sediment onlap
occurs thereafter and on the northern margin throughout. In general,
the onlap onto both the northern and southern margins reveals that
late-rift depocentre subsidence has outpaced sedimentation.

Near the beginning of the 3rd LRS (ca. 130 ka), a rollover anti-
cline formed above where the hanging wall basement pulled off from
the intermediate- onto the low-angle portion of the Derveni Fault
and the crest of the anticline collapsed, forming nested grabens
bounded by high-angle faults (L16–L15, Fig. 6). Sachpazi et al.
(2003) infer that the breakaway was accompanied by a significant
increase in extension rate. Strata exhibit normal drag and the 3rd
LRS is locally thick on the hanging wall of the submarine portion
of the Derveni fault but the late rift pattern of localized depocentres
reflects broad subsidence, not only associated with the border faults
but also with extension below the deep basin. The extension and sub-
sidence within the central GoC sector sediments are accommodated
on numerous E–W and WNW-trending, north- and south-dipping,
high-angle faults that offset the late rift section (Figs 5 and 6).

6.3 Eastern sector

The transition between significant early-rift structural control along
the northern margin in the central sector and the long-lived domi-
nance of southern margin faults in the eastern sector occurs over a
very short distance. The eastern tip of the Galaxidi fault controls a
large early-rift depocentre in L15 but a few kilometres to the east
the fault splits into smaller segments and basement offset becomes
distributed and decreases in L49 (Fig. 6). By L48 the basement
and the entire synrift section are tilted to the south and the early-
rift depocentre is near the Derveni fault (Figs 7 and 11). North of
the depocentre, shallow-angle (<30◦), north-dipping normal faults
create a series of small basement blocks. Major changes in early-
rift thickness do not occur across these faults, indicating they were
abandoned prior to significant deposition. The lack of a large north-
ern margin fault keeps these basement fault blocks shallow and
consequently they may be better imaged than to the west, where we
infer their presence in the mid-basin.

On the northern margin, the change is from the little-faulted
Gulf of Itea (see northern ends of L16, L14 and L15, Fig. 6) to the
normal faults with significant relief crossing the Pangalos Peninsula
(Figs 2 and 3). On the southern margin, the transition is marked by
a decrease in distributed normal faulting south of the Gulf (Fig. 2).
The southern border faults in the eastern sector include the Derveni,
Sithas and Xylocastro faults, which exhibit major overlap (Figs 2
and 12). The basement offset of these faults is linked at depth
(Figs 11 and 12), an observation that is not apparent from their
surface fault traces (Fig. 2).

The Derveni fault, and associated 3rd LRS rollover anticline
with crestal graben, crosses the central-eastern sector boundary.
The fault exhibits a biplanar geometry, with low-angle basal dip
(19◦) and an updip portion that steepens from 35◦ in L49 to 45◦

in L48 (Figs 6, 7 and 10). A high-angle splay from the Derveni
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fault extends eastwards into the basin where it forms the southern
boundary of the EW-trending Derveni fault graben (DFG, L34,
L35 and L41, Fig. 7). Synrift strata in both the early- and late-rift
sections gently dip towards the DFG in L34 and an adjacent line
to the west (not shown). The high-angle DFG-bounding faults in
the sedimentary section connect to the shallow-angle, north-dipping
faults in the basement (e.g. L34, Fig. 7).

South of the Antikyra Gulf (Fig. 3), we identify a major N-
dipping, basement bounding, southern margin fault between the
Derveni and Xylocastro faults. Following our previous work (e.g.
Weiss 2004), we term this structure the Sithas fault, after the Sithas
River, which crosses the coastal plain just east of Xylocastro and has
deposited a submarine fan at the base of the slope on the fault hang-
ing wall (Figs 2 and 3). Bell et al. (2009) refer to this structure as the
Likoporia fault. As opposed to the Heliki, Derveni, and Xylocastro
(see following) faults with both onshore and offshore portions, the
Sithas fault is strictly submarine. It dips 45–48◦ near the seafloor
and intersects a shallow-angle (∼26◦) reflector (L34), possibly cuts
a shallow-angle reflector (L35), or is listric-to-biplanar decreasing
from 48◦ bounding the sediments to ∼28◦ in the basement (L41;
Figs 7 and 10). In L34, the downdip portion of the shallow-angle re-
flector is imaged discontinuously to a depth of ∼5 km and it extends
up dip to the south beneath the Sithas fault a short distance. The
turn near CDP 100 in L34 causes the Sithas fault to appear to ‘roll
over’ rather than intersect the seafloor. The hanging wall basement
meets the Sithas fault footwall above the biplanar intersection in
L34. Where the basement hanging wall has not pulled off from the
higher- to shallow-angle part of the Sithas fault but instead has ex-
tended on synthetic shallow-angle faults, the DFG formed early in
the 3rd LRS (e.g. L34, L35, L41, Fig. 7). This, together with the thin
early-rift sequence, contrasts with the central sector geometry, and
hence no rollover and crestal collapse graben structure has formed
here.

The EW0108 data help to constrain the continuity, geometry
and location of the Xylocastro fault, which is clearly imaged as a
major offshore border fault (L37, Fig. 8) separate from the shoreline
parallel Sithas fault (L35 and L41, Fig. 7). It approaches the coast,
creates a basement block with a thick synrift section south of the
Sithas fault (see following), and extends onshore for >20 km to
the west. Our subaerial extension of the Xylocastro fault (Fig. 2) is
partially based on recent geologic mapping (Place et al. 2007), that
shows the Xylocastro fault directly along strike from and adjacent
to the submarine portion of the fault. Although footwall topography
dies out rapidly as the fault approaches the coastline, no major N–S
oriented transfer structures such as those suggested by Place et al.
(2007), are observed north of where the fault crosses the shoreline
(see E–W trending lines L09 and L19, Fig. 9). Calcite from the
Xylocastro fault hanging wall indicates the subaerial portion of the
fault was active at 1 Ma and 108 ka (Causse et al. 2004) and studies
have suggested the subaerial portion of the fault is locked (Flotte
et al. 2001).

The downdip portion of the Xylocastro fault is imaged south of
the Sithas fault in L35 and L41, and may form the southern low-
angle fault in the basement on L34 (Fig. 7). The updip portion of
the Xylocastro fault in L37 has one of the clearest southern bor-
der fault reflectors imaged in the EW0108 dataset (Fig. 8). Its dip
decreases in a listric fashion from ∼45◦ at the seafloor to 20◦ near
the base of the synrift section (Fig. 10). The majority of late-rift
strata terminate against the fault footwall without exhibiting nor-
mal drag and only the 1st late-rift sequence exhibits a small amount
of reverse drag (Fig. 8). Unlike on the immediately adjacent lines
(not shown) and elsewhere in the GoC, the basin fill imaged in L37

does not interfinger or merge with slope parallel strata against the
southern margin. The early-rift section is substantially thicker adja-
cent to the Xylocastro fault past the eastern end of the Sithas fault
(Fig. 11).

Stacking velocities support the interpretation that a thick (∼1 km)
sediment section sits on top of the tilted block between the Xylocas-
tro and Sithas faults (Fig. 7). The sediments on top of the fault block
are probably temporally equivalent to the early-rift section and they
are incised by the offshore extensions of the river system between
Xylocastro and Kiato (Fig. 3), as seen near the turn on L35. We
infer that early-rift extension and deposition was distributed across
the overlapping portions of these faults and subsequently shifted
northward towards the Sithas fault and Derveni fault splay during
late-rift deposition (Fig. 11) while the offshore portion of the Xy-
locastro fault remained active. This is similar to the structural and
stratigraphic evolution near the eastern tip of the Heliki fault, where
the Akrata-Derveni-Heliki faults overlap in the central sector, and
supports suggestions that extension across the onshore portion of
the Xylocastro fault progressively has been shifted to the submarine
Sithas fault during late-rift sequence deposition (Bell et al. 2009).
Consequently, the early-rift sequence likely extends over a much
broader region than what we show in Fig. 11. A more complete
isopach map would stretch southward to at least the subaerial por-
tions of the Xylocastro and Akrata-Derveni faults, eastward into
the Alkyonides Gulf, and into the Gulf of Lechaio, as well as onto
the northern margin where we are unable to reliably differentiate
the multiple rift sequences within the thin sediments (Figs 7 and
8). Westward, the early-rift isopach would also extend to Aigion on
the hanging wall of the inactive Pirgaki-Mamousia fault (Ghisetti
& Vezzani 2004; Ghisetti & Vezzani 2005; Backert et al. 2010).

Across much of the eastern sector, and adjacent to the Sithas fault
in particular, the early-rift sequence is thin, with localized thicken-
ing across some of the basement fault blocks (e.g. L34, L35 and
L41, Fig. 7). The northern extent of early-rift deposition is narrow,
particularly on L34 and L35 where the early-rift sediments lap onto
and pinch out against the southward-tilted basement. The early-rift
isopach map reveals that the eastern sector, from east of L48 to
west of L37, was structurally higher than the adjacent early-rift de-
pocentres (Fig. 11). This structural high subsequently subsided, as
evidenced by its late-rift section being substantially thicker than the
early-rift section. Faults along the northern margin are much smaller
than the southern border faults, forming half-graben or asymmet-
ric graben geometries (e.g. L48-L35, Fig. 7). Further, the basin fill
across the eastern sector does not record a complex early-rift history
and most faults maintain a high-angle through the early-rift section
and intersect or offset the basement. These include the mid-basin
horst block faults north of the Xylocastro fault (e.g. L37, Fig. 8),
which are high angle (55–65◦) and planar, and the multiple small, S-
dipping, northern margin seafloor faults (L34–L37, Figs 7 and 8).
Synthetic, shallow-angle basement faults occur in the mid-basin,
between the Sithas fault and the DFG; they extend updip in a listric
fashion and are high angle in the sediment section (e.g. L41, Fig. 7).

The 2nd LRS depocentre is in the south above the Derveni fault
(e.g. L16–L49, Fig. 6) and in the mid-basin on L48–L34 (Fig. 7).
This pattern is repeated eastwards: south against and above the
Sithas fault on L35 then trending east into mid-basin on L41–L45
(Figs 7, 8 and 11). The 2nd LRS sediment exhibits normal drag
against the southern border faults, sometimes thickening against
the faults (e.g. L35) but more often thinning onto the underlying
sequence where the depocentre shifts away from the border fault,
commonly above synthetic low-angle basement faults (e.g. L41,
Fig. 7). Another example of the latter are the thick 1st and 2nd LRS
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above the north-dipping fault that reaches half way through the 2nd
LRS at CDP 850–890 in L37 (Fig. 8).

During deposition of the 3rd LRS there is an almost symmetric
subsidence of the eastern sector about a 095◦-trending axis (Fig. 11).
Together with sedimentation keeping the seafloor nearly flat, this
requires similar net subsidence on the northern as southern fault
systems. Furthermore, on L37 (Fig. 8) the 2nd and 3rd late-rift
sequences are equally thick across the basin between CDPs 730
and 1000. Their lack of tilting requires that the bounding low-angle
Xylocastro fault and high-angle horst fault cross-cut one another
at depth. The maximum 3rd LRS thickness occurs in the narrow
axial graben: the DFG which formed early in the 3rd LRS. The
conformity of 1st and 2nd LRS isopach thicknesses across the DFG
shows that the graben was not present at those earlier times (e.g.
L34, Fig. 7). The distinct E-W trend of the 200 and 150 ms LRS
isopach contours indicate the northern margin faults in the eastern
sector have lengthened by linking at least three separate 2nd LRS
fault segments. The long and sinuous north and south dipping faults
that localize the DFG formed during the 3rd LRS.

Near the southern end of L37 (Fig. 8) and L42 (not shown), there
is a high-angle (75◦) south-dipping normal fault with a >1-km-
thick sedimentary sequence to the south of the Xylocastro fault. We
refer to this as the Kiato fault (K, Fig. 8) (after the nearby town)
and propose that it may be the offshore continuation of a similar
fault inferred to bound the south side of the Xylocastro horst (KIA,
Fig. 2; Sakellariou et al. 2004).

6.4 Easternmost (Perahora-Lechaio-Alkyonides) sector

The easternmost sector comprises the portion of the rift that includes
the Perahora Peninsula and the Alkyonides and Lechaio subbasins
(Figs 2 and 3). The boundary on the western side of the sector
coincides with the transition from the Parnassos to the Pelagonian
nappes and a change in the dominant strike of major faults. Some
of the Perahora Peninsula surface faults were activated during the
1981 earthquakes (Jackson et al. 1982; Leeder et al. 2005; Fig. 2).
Seafloor faults in the main basin are restricted to the Gulf margins
and rarely offset the seafloor at depths >800 m (Figs 2 and 8). Major
N-dipping, southern margin faults do not cross the sector boundary
and the transition from a steep sediment-basement contact across
the Xylocastro fault in L37 to a shallow dipping top of the basement
and conformable overlying strata (e.g. between CDP 520 and 650
on L05, Fig. 8) indicates no major southern border fault, but rather
a slightly more tilted mirror image to the northern half of the basin
(i.e. a dip slope tilted north into the south-dipping fault bounding
the horst between CDP 450 and 500).

From west to east L05, L45 and L06 (Fig. 8) image a portion
of the NE-trending Perahora fault and E–W-trending faults to its
south. The portion of the Perahora fault imaged in L06 decreases
apparent dip from ∼44◦ near the seafloor to ∼25◦ in the basement
(Fig. 10). Those values correspond to real dips of 54◦ and 33◦,
respectively given the ∼45◦ direction angle between the N–S MCS
line and the NW dip direction. The continuity of the Perahora fault
to the west across the mouth of the Gulf of Lechaio (GL in Fig. 3) is
uncertain. We terminate it on L45, where the basement is steep and
there is 2nd and 3rd LRS thickening towards the southern margin
(Fig. 8), suggesting that it is a fault (probably the westward end of
the Perahora fault, Figs 2 and 8).

As seen on the Perahora Peninsula, which is bounded by the NW-
dipping Perahora fault and the south-dipping Loutraki fault (LOU
in Fig. 2), there are several normal faults of alternating north- and

south-dip that cut the basement high that crosses the mouth of the
Gulf of Lechaio (Fig. 8). We correlate the intense faulting imaged
in L45 between CDP 750 and 850 with east-trending faults that
cut the tip of the Perahora Peninsula but it may be associated with
splays of the Perahora fault. L06 images the submerged Perahora
Peninsula horst block and the thick sediment section (>2 km) in the
Gulf of Lechaio subbasin to the south (Figs 8 and 12). L05 and L45
also image the horst block and subbasin and L45 shows our jump
correlation of GoC seismic sequences into the latter. In addition
to the Loutraki fault seen on L45 and L06, there is another south-
dipping fault further south on L05 and L45 (Fig. 8). Additional,
single channel, seismic data (Perissoratis et al. 1986; Sakellariou
et al. 2004) as well as L43 and L44 (not shown) confirm northward
stratal dips in the Lechaio subbasin sediments.

Both the Perahora fault and faults bounding the horst to the north
affected early-rift sedimentation (Fig. 11). On L45, L05 and L38
(not shown) stratal thickening of the early-rift section is towards a
central basement horst block bounded by opposed low-angle nor-
mal faults, forming a double-swing-door geometry. North of the
horst, and south of small-throw high-angle faults along the northern
margin, the basement and its mostly conformable early-rift section
are tilted south to the basin centre, then successively onlapped by
the late-rift section. On L06 (and especially on L39 to the east,
not shown), the early-rift section is thickest on the hanging wall of
the northern horst fault and early-rift strata terminate against the
fault suggesting it was dominant in this part of the basin during
early-rift deposition. At CDP 445 in L06 the northern limb fault
accommodated more basement subsidence during early rifting than
the Perahora fault. It extends to the west and also affected early-rift
deposition in the eastern sector although its strike changes across
the sector boundary (Figs 11 and 12). The southern horst-bounding
fault (L05 and L45, Fig. 8) occupies the gap between the Xylocastro
and Perahora faults (Fig. 11). Early-rift strata dip towards the horst.
Associated high-angle faults were active into the 2nd LRS (Figs 8
and 11).

Although not included in the isopach map, a thick early-rift sec-
tion imaged north of the eastern tip of the Perahora fault (e.g. L19
at CDP 950, Fig. 9) can be seen in the total sediment thickness
map (Fig. 12). The depocentre is not well covered by the MCS data
although it is probably related to the central-eastern limb of the Per-
ahora fault based on the position of L19 relative to the surface fault
trace (Figs 2 and 3). The depocentre is significantly thicker than
the early-rift section imaged on the hanging wall of the western end
of the Perahora fault in L06 (Fig. 8). Slip along the Perahora fault
progressively outpaced slip along the fault to its north during late-
rift sedimentation. In L06 the early-rift section above the basement
horst is thinner than on the lines to the west. The synrift section
thickens and is tilted to the south, forming a half graben against the
Perahora fault against which late-rift sequences exhibiting normal
drag (Fig. 8).

North of the Gulf of Lechaio, between the Xylocastro and Pera-
hora faults, the thickest late-rift horizons and a local depocentre are
developed in a mid-basin sag near the intersection of L19 with L05
and L45 not associated with the major faults along either margin
(Figs 8 and 12). Space accommodation, therefore, must be related to
extension in the basement and not with faults imaged at the seafloor.
The northern limb of the early-rift horst block and an associated in-
trabasement reflector occur in this location near the intersection of
L05 and L45 with L19 (Fig. 9).

A basement high separates the main basin from the Alkyonides
Gulf subbasin to the east (Fig. 2; L22 and L19 in Fig. 9). Synrift
sediments thin rapidly eastward approaching the structural high off
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which the late-rift section in particular thickens westward, towards
the portion of the Gulf controlled by the large southern margin
faults.

The relatively shallow (<400 m) Alkyonides Gulf is bounded
by high-angle faults along both margins and high-resolution seis-
mic surveys reveal the presence of alternating basin-fill sequences
that have also been correlated to sea level cycles (Collier et al.
2000; Leeder et al. 2005; Sakellariou et al. 2007; Bell et al. 2009).
However, the distinct alternating sequences recognized in the main
GoC basin (Fig. 4) are not similarly imaged by the EW0108 data
in the Alkyonides Gulf. Rather, the data image >1 km of sedi-
ment composed of an upper, highly reflective sequence with con-
formable strata sitting above a lower sequence with strata that onlap
basement topography (e.g. CDP1500–1700 in L09, Fig. 9). Al-
though the timing is debated, we suspect that the sequence bound-
ary relates to a proposed shift from symmetric to asymmetric sub-
sidence and strain localization along the southern coastal fault sys-
tem possibly at the early/late-rift boundary resulting in a southward
thickening upper sequence (Leeder et al. 2005; Sakellariou et al.
2007; Bell et al. 2009). Leeder et al. (2008) suggest that Megara
Basin abandonment and development of the Alkyonides Gulf border
faults occurred when the Corinth Rift formed (in their view, at ca.
2.2 Ma).

7 T O TA L S E D I M E N T T H I C K N E S S
A N D D E P T H T O B A S E M E N T

The EW0108 MCS dataset is the first to provide images that enable
a time progressive view of the entire faulting and sedimentation
history of the central and eastern GoC from the top of the basement
to the seafloor. The depth-converted total sediment thickness map
derived from our dataset (Fig. 12) has been added to the seafloor
bathymetry (Fig. 3) to create a total depth to basement map (Fig. 12)
to better understand where and how accommodation space has been
created through time. The sediment thickness time to depth con-
version was performed using seafloor and basement horizon picks
for the MCS data and the linear velocity gradient described in
Section 4 of this paper.

Seafloor depth (Fig. 3) is a reasonable guide to sedimentary thick-
nesses (Fig. 12) with some notable exceptions. The modern sedi-
mentary depocentre, at water depths exceeding 700 m, overlies the
region of thickest sediment accumulation, which parallels the south-
ern coastline. Within this ESE-elongate region, there are three local
sediment thickness maxima (>2 km), of which the westernmost
is the thickest (>3 km). Contrary to previous suggestions (Armijo
et al. 1996; Moretti et al. 2003), the thickest sediment accumulation
in the Gulf is not located beneath where the seafloor is the deepest
(∼890 m, in the southeast of the basin).

The depocentres do not hug the southern shoreline, as might be
expected in a simple half graben controlled by a steeply dipping
fault along that margin. The location of the thickest sediment sec-
tion and deepest basement imaged in nearly all of the EW0108 MCS
data is above where the top of the hanging wall basement intersects
the southern border fault system, whose dips typically decrease with
depth. Therefore the thickest sediment accumulations are located
seaward from where the border faults intersect the seafloor, being
offset to the north of the southern GoC margin by as much as 10
km. This is further modified by the presence of variably developed
faults such as the northern margin faults, that widen the total thick-
ness depocentre in the west, and the horst block faults (L37), that
irregularly shape the depocentre in the east. South of the 1-km-thick

contour the total sediment thickness decreases abruptly as horizons
terminate, exhibit normal drag, or interfinger with slope parallel
strata against the southern border faults.

The subsidiary basins along the northern Gulf margin beneath the
Gulfs of Itea and Antikyra contain <0.5 km of sediment whereas
both the Alkyonides Gulf and the Gulf of Lechaio, at the eastern and
southern Gulf margins, respectively, contain fault-bounded basins
(Fig. 2) with >1 and >2 km of sediment, respectively (Fig. 11a).
The fault polygons overlain on the depth to basement map show
our interpretation of the basement-basement fault offsets from the
full EW0108 MCS grid of data (Fig. 12). The wider fault polygons
reflect the low- to intermediate-angle dip of large-offset faults. The
updip and/or onshore portions of the Heliki, Akrata-Derveni, and
Xylocastro faults match the surface fault traces shown in Fig. 2 and
were determined from some of the most recent published fault maps
(e.g. McNeil et al. 2005; Place et al. 2007; Rohais et al. 2007; Rohais
et al. 2008; Palyvos et al. 2010) and from examining the regional
topography (Fig. 3). Not surprisingly, the few very large faults that
accommodate significant basement extension are associated with
the deepest basement and thickest sediments.

The southern border faults overlap significantly and the base-
ment offset of the Akrata-Derveni-Sithas-Xylocastro fault is linked
at depth (Fig. 12), an observation that is not apparent from their sur-
face fault traces (Fig. 2). Even the Xylocastro and Perahora faults
are overlapped by the synthetic basement fault in their hanging
wall. The thickest sediment in the Gulf occurs in the overlap zones
between major border faults and typically towards the ends of in-
dividual southern border faults. Localized depocentres associated
with north- and south-dipping basement faults are also present but
are no longer active or accommodate extension in the basement
without accompanying shallow faulting.

The Gulf of Lechaio overlies an asymmetric graben or half-
graben tilted to the north against the bounding Loutraki Fault
(Fig. 2). The south-dipping faults and thick, north-dipping, sedi-
ment section that characterize the Lechaio subbasin contradict the
thick-elastic plate model of rift-flank uplift (Armijo et al. 1996)
proposed to explain the flight of marine terraces exposed on the
Corinthian plain to the south (Keraudren & Sorel 1987; Armijo
et al. 1996). These terraces do not simply lie on the footwall of
the Xylocastro fault and are not formed solely by rift flank uplift.
Rather they are affected by uplift across the opposing submarine
border faults and regional Peloponnesus uplift above the subduct-
ing African Plate (e.g. Leeder et al. 2003). Similarly, the model
of Armijo et al. (1996) greatly over predicts (5 km versus 2.5 km
observed) the maximum total sediment thickness in the main basin
north of the Xylocastro fault (Fig. 12).

8 H O R I Z O N TA L E X T E N S I O N

We estimate the horizontal extension across the seismically imaged
portion of the Gulf (Fig. 13) by measuring the across-strike widths
of the basement fault polygons and summing them along each MCS
line (Fig. 12)—whose trend is approximately orthogonal to struc-
ture. These are minimum estimates because not all fault offsets
may be recognized in the MCS profiles. Minimum values for the
nearshore/onshore portions of the Heliki, Akrata-Derveni and Xy-
locastro faults bordering our survey were estimated using their fault
surface traces and approximate widths because we cannot determine
their downdip extents and hanging wall basement intersections.

We measure 2–10 km of offshore extension across the GoC,
varying along strike and by sector (Fig. 12). For example, measured
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Figure 13. Estimated total horizontal component of submarine extension measured using fault polygon widths for each EW0108 MCS line (black line and
diamonds). Extension estimates for the onshore portions of the Akrata-Derveni and Xylocastro faults are in grey. They represent minimum estimates because
the downdip intersection of the fault with basement in the hanging wall is poorly constrained.

offshore extension is low in the western sector (∼3 km) where
the basement dips north into the axial West Channel Fault without
apparent influence from the downdip portion of the Heliki fault (e.g.
L27, Fig. 5; see also Bell et al. 2009). Topography (Fig. 3) shows that
footwall uplift increases to the west on the Heliki fault, where the
crossing antecedent (Vouraikos) river has deposited a large Gilbert-
fan delta on its hanging wall. However heave apparently decreases
westward, associated with fault dip increasing from biplanar 35◦ to
15◦ in the central sector to high angle (∼50◦) in the west, such that
our MCS data do not approach close enough to shore to image the
downdip portion of the Heliki fault there. Numerous overlapping,
high-angle normal faults further south, now inactive, may account
for ∼4 km of additional N–S extension, making ∼7 km in total in
the western sector.

The significantly greater offshore horizontal extension (8–10 km)
measured in the central sector (Fig. 13) coincides with deepen-
ing and widening of the submarine basin, eastward crustal thin-
ning, and the transition from the Pindos to Panassos basement
nappes. Roughly two thirds of this extension derives from the wide
fault polygons associated with the biplanar (including low-angle,
15–20◦) southern border faults (Helike and Akrata-Derveni) and
one third from the northern margin faults including the shallow-
angle (25–34◦) early rift Galaxidi fault and high-angle (50–65◦)
late-rift faults (Figs 10 and 12). The apparent extension minima
measured near L24 (Fig. 13) corresponds to the structural ramp and
overlap zone between the Heliki and Akrata-Derveni faults.

The eastern sector lacks large northern margin faults compara-
ble to the Galaxidi fault, resulting in a decrease in the measured
extension. This is where the early-rift sequence is thin and where
motion on the Sithas fault has replaced that on the onshore portion
of the Xylocastro fault during late-rift deposition. Total extension
decreases from west to east where the Derveni fault departs the
southern margin and the hanging-wall basement of the overlapping
Sithas fault has not pulled off from its high-angle portion near
the seafloor onto the low-angle, intrabasement portion. The large
increase in total horizontal extension east of the Sithas fault cor-
responds to the offshore portion of the Xylocastro fault, which is
low-angle near the base of the synrift section, and the transition

from a basin with small mid-basin faults and a thin early-rift sec-
tion, to a basin with large faults and a substantially thicker early-rift
section (compare L41, Fig. 7 with L37, Fig. 8).

The conservative extension estimates across the onshore portion
of the Xylocastro fault are likely underestimates. The downdip ex-
tent of the fault is obscured by rift-related sediment and not well
constrained from field mapping. Additionally, ∼1 km of footwall to-
pography is created across the eroded crests of onshore segments of
the Xylocastro fault, a thick series of synrift sediments accumulated
during hanging wall subsidence, and these are uplifted and incised
by a marine terrace (Armijo et al. 1996; Flotte et al. 2005; Place
et al. 2007). A more complete accounting of extension across the
subaerial and nearshore segments of the Xylocastro fault may result
in magnitudes of extension across the eastern sector more compa-
rable to those measured across the central sector. Nevertheless, the
thinner sediment thicknesses and shallower depths to basement on
L35 and L41 (Fig. 12) attest to real differences in the amount of
extension along strike and a minimum in that region of the eastern
sector (Fig. 13). Yet we do not observe transfer faults in strike lines
across the region (e.g. L09 and L19, Fig. 9), and do not know how
the differential extension is accommodated.

Although similar amounts of extension (∼6–7 km) are measured
on L45 and L06 in the easternmost sector, they have some differing
contributions: the Perahora Fault on L06 versus the south-dipping
faults in the Gulf of Lechaio on L45 (Fig. 12). We extrapolate the
offsets of the latter westward on L05 (and L38) though that line
does not extend as far south to fully image the faults controlling the
>2 km of sediment in the Gulf of Lechaio (Fig. 12). The thinner
(<30 km) crust beneath the Perahora Peninsula (Zelt et al. 2005)
is not explained by our extension estimates, suggesting that some
of the variations in crustal thickness, especially in the easternmost
sector, reflect the earlier Miocene, rather than the Plio-Pleistocene,
phase of extension.

Notwithstanding considerable pre-rift topography, a comparison
of Fig. 3 with Fig. 12 shows that, with one notable exception,
the bathymetry is a good reflection of the differential creation of
accommodation space accompanying Corinth rift extension. The
exception is the semi-enclosed Gulf of Lechaio, where >2.5 km
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of basement subsidence largely is masked by the thick sediments.
Elsewhere, sedimentation has not kept pace with the axial rift sub-
sidence, and channels erode the margins of the modern depocentre
that is at 700–880 mbsl.

9 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C LU S I O N S

To first order, the Corinth rift may be described as part of an exten-
sional relay that links the Anatolian strike-slip faults to the Kefalonia
Fault, forming part of the NW boundary of the Aegean microplate
that advances southwards with the retreat of the subducting Tethyan
slab (Fig. 1). The rift obliquely transects the Aegean forearc and
Hellenic mountains, unlike the Oligo-Miocene extension systems
that collapsed the alpine nappe stack in the Aegean arc/backarc.
With the active extension focused offshore beneath the Gulf, the
structural style of Corinthian rifting has been controversial, with
competing models of high- versus low-angle, as well as bimodal,
faulting. Our new data reveal the offshore fault geometry and seis-
mic stratigraphy, allowing direct tests of various models and their
predictions.

In the area of our marine survey, four active, right-stepping,
en-echelon, N-dipping border fault systems trend ESE along the
southern Gulf margin (Heliki, Derveni, Sithas and Xylocastro) and
significantly overlap along strike; a fifth (Perahora) trends NE and
does not overlap, stopping just west of the tip of the Peninsula (Figs 2
and 11). This contrasts with the Armijo et al. (1996) thick elastic
plate model for rift-flank uplift of the Corinthian terraces, which
posits a continuous high-angle, north-dipping, normal fault across
the mouth of the Gulf of Lechaio and predicts a sediment thickness
beneath the GoC of 5 km, neither of which are observed.

The offshore Heliki, Xylocastro and Derveni faults extend on-
shore westwards (Fig. 2). The basement offsets of the Akrata-
Derveni, Sithas and Xylocastro faults are linked (Fig. 12). A base-
ment splay of the Derveni fault further overlaps the Sithas fault to
the north and subtends a late-rift graben that hosts the maximum
thickness of the 3rd LRS sequence (L34, Fig. 7). Post-migration,
depth converted EW0108 data confirm that all five southern margin
normal fault systems are biplanar to listric: typically intermediate
angle (∼35◦ in the central sector and 45–48◦ in the east) near the
surface/seafloor but decreasing in dip and/or intersecting a low- or
shallow-angle (15–20◦ in the central sector and 19–30◦ in the east)
curvi-planar reflector in the basement (Fig. 10).

Major S-dipping border faults were active along the northern
margin of the central Gulf early in the rift history (Galaxidi fault,
current dip 25–38◦), and remain active in the western Gulf (West
Channel Fault, 50◦) and in the subsidiary Gulf of Lechaio (Loutraki
fault, 45–50◦). Unlike the N-dipping border faults along the south-
ern margin, the S-dipping border faults along the northern mar-
gin are without major footwall uplift. The fault geometries require
that some of the large opposed (N- versus S-dipping) faults re-
peatedly cut one another in the basement (e.g. L25, L15 and L37,
Fig. 10).

Noting the large north- and south-dipping early rift faults (in the
central sector) Moretti et al. (2003) proposed a quasi-symmetric
evolution of the central and eastern rift, only becoming more asym-
metric with the recent localization of depocentres in the south. Our
greater coverage and successive sequence isopachs (Fig. 11) show
that the asymmetry is present from the beginning in the eastern sec-
tor and develops from early in the late rift (1st and 2nd sequences) in
the central sector. Then, linkage of a high-angle, south-dipping nor-
mal fault, trending 276◦ from the Vrachonisida islands across the

eastern sector, permitted quasi-symmetric subsidence of the south-
ern half of that sector during the latest rifting (3rd sequence, Fig. 11).
Note that the higher dip of the Vrachonisida fault than the south-
ern border faults means that even symmetric rift axis subsidence
would equate to asymmetric extension, requiring greater heave on
the shallower-dipping faults in the south to achieve equivalent throw
to the those in the north.

Two other examples of late-rift fault growth are the formation
of crestal collapse graben where the hanging wall has pulled off
the steeper onto the shallower downdip segments of the Derveni
Fault (Fig. 6; also see Sachpazi et al. 2003) and the formation of
the Derveni Fault Graben (DFG, Fig. 7) above the eastern basement
splay of the Derveni Fault (Figs 11 and 12). In contrast, the mid-
basin sag (near the L19 crossing of L05 and L45, Fig. 7) that
straddles the eastern/easternmost sector boundary attests to deep
extension without a clear shallow fault expression. Note that the
dominant strikes of the Corinth rift faults gradually rotate from ESE
(090–120◦) in the basement and early rift to more E–W (090–100◦)
in the latest rift (Fig. 11), reflecting a ∼10◦ rotation of the opening
direction to the 005◦ presently measured by GPS between Central
Greece and the Peloponnesus Peninsula (Fig. 1 inset; Avallone et al.
2004; Nyst & Thatcher 2004).

Most major faults imaged by the EW0108 data were established
early, probably initiating when the area was subaerial. There is little
evidence in the marine data for lateral growth of the large border
faults, though it may have occurred before there was a sedimen-
tary record. However, migration of activity across established base-
ment faults has occurred in a number of locations. Some mid-basin
basement faults and the large early-rift Galaxidi fault have become
inactive and/or were superceded by higher-angle late-rift faults, par-
ticularly in the central sector. During early-rift sedimentation, the
Pirgaki-Mamousia (P-M, Fig. 2) fault and the onshore portions of
the Xylocastro and Akrata-Derveni faults were active and sediment
temporally equivalent to the early-rift section is present on their
hanging walls. The significant sediment deposition and early-rift
footwall uplift that occurred south of the modern Gulf shoreline
was accompanied by motion on N- and S-dipping submarine faults
to the north. The subaerial portions of the southern margin faults
are now inactive and focused extension and accompanied footwall
uplift has migrated northwards to the Heliki and Sithas faults and
eastwards to the offshore portions of the Derveni and Xylocastro
faults. The Eratini late-rift faults widened the submarine depocentre
north of the West Channel Fault in the western sector (Figs 5 and 11),
though by an amount significantly less than the northward migra-
tion of active faults on the Peloponessus Peninsula (e.g. Ori 1989;
Flotte et al. 2005; Ford et al. 2007; Rohais et al. 2007). Widening of
the submarine depocentre is not observed in the central and eastern
sectors (e.g. Figs 5–8 and 10). The net result has been a narrowing
and focusing of Corinth rift extension to the offshore.

Sorel (2000) and Flotte et al. (2005) proposed that the high-angle
normal faults in the western sector ride on a north-dipping detach-
ment that roots in the shallow-dipping microseismicity zone of Rigo
et al. (1996). Moretti et al. (2003), McNeil et al. (2005) and Bell
et al. (2008, 2009) contend that such a detachment is not required to
explain their observations of the variably symmetric offshore shal-
low structures and stratigraphy. However our deeper-penetrating
MCS data reveal low- and shallow-angle southern border faults
linked in the basement, even though the faults near-surface dips
are higher angle (Fig. 10). Like the Sachpazi et al. (2003) first
publication of deeply penetrating MCS data, our profiles allow the
presence of one or more north-dipping detachment(s), down into
which higher-angle faults sole (e.g. L48, Fig. 7), though they can
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be explained also by linked biplanar to listric normal faults without
a detachment (Fig. 10).

The debate will continue in part because, despite recording data
to 16 s two-way traveltime, deeper fault imaging with our large
source and long streamer seismic reflection system was frustrated
by the faults loss of seismic reflectivity within the basement above
the 4–14-km deep seismogenic zone (Fig. 14). A first order seis-
mogenic asymmetry of the western, central and eastern sectors is
evident by the greater depths of (micro)seismicity (Fig. 14) and the
location of all large Corinth rift earthquakes under the northern rift
margin (Fig. 3), whereas the active border faults are mainly along
the south coast (Figs 2 and 10–12). However the detailed relation-
ship of the seismicity to the faults in the brittle upper crust remains
undetermined by direct imaging.

In the western sector, for example, a definitive connection be-
tween imaged faults and large (Mb ≥ 5) earthquake focal mecha-
nisms and micro-earthquakes from Rigo et al. (1996) (or Gautier
et al. 2006) is not apparent (Fig. 14). We image no low-angle intra-
basement structures although micro-earthquakes from this region

have been cited as evidence for an active low-angle detachment at a
depth of 8–10 km (Rietbrock et al. 1996; Rigo et al. 1996; Gautier
et al. 2006). It has also been suggested that the earthquakes are re-
lated to the conjugate high-angle focal mechanism nodal planes but
the geometry, location, and downdip continuity of the south-dipping
faults imaged in L27 suggests not.

In the central sector, the imaged portions of the Heliki and
Derveni faults are low-angle (15–20◦) in the basement and 1.5–2 km
above a 15◦-northward-dipping interface identified by Pi Alperin
et al. (2004) using refracted active-source seismic wave arrivals
from the EW0108 seismic air-gun source recorded by a codeployed
land seismometer array (Fig. 14). Pi Alperin et al. (2004) suggest
the interface represents a portion of the detachment fault proposed
by Sorel (2000). Downdip extrapolations of both the interface and
the faults pass close to the 1992, 1970 and 1965 earthquake focal
mechanisms, but their nodal planes, respectively, dip 30◦, 23◦ and
34◦ to the north, steeper than either the interface or the intrabase-
ment border faults. Furthermore, the imaged low-angle faults in the
central sector and the downdip extrapolation of the Sorel (2000)

Figure 14. Topographic profiles overlain on interpreted depth-converted MCS data for the western (top panel), central (middle panel) and eastern (bottom
panel) GoC rift sectors referred to in the text. Profile locations are shown in Fig. 2. Subaerial faults are shown extending to a depth of 0.5 km beneath sea level
with a constant dip of 50◦. Microseismicity data from Rigo et al. (1996) are projected onto the top panel using a 10-km half width. Select large earthquake
focal mechanisms (also shown in Fig. 3) are projected onto the profiles. The solid red line on the middle panel indicates the approximate position of the shallow
(15◦) north-dipping interface determined by Pi Alperin et al. (2004) using refracted wave arrivals from the EW0108 seismic air-gun source. H, Heliki fault; D,
Derveni fault; X, Xylocastro fault.
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detachment are too shallow to be related to the dipping plane de-
fined by the microseismicity in the western sector at 8–10 km (Rigo
et al. 1996; Gautier et al. 2006).

No large earthquakes or microseismicity have been recorded
across the part of the eastern sector east of Antikyra where the
Sithas and Xylocastro faults are also biplanar or listric and shallow-
angle (20–30◦) downdip in the basement (Fig. 10). For the 1981
earthquake sequence in the easternmost sector beneath the Gulf
of Alkyonoides (Fig. 3) a biplanar and antithetic fault geometry
was proposed, with the inferred deep-seated, shallow angle (∼24◦),
normal fault being aseismic (King et al. 1985).

The potential for low-strength layers and/or detachments to influ-
ence the evolution of rifting through a pre-existing stack of nappes
has been numerically modelled (Le Pourhiet et al. 2004; Le Pourhiet
et al. 2006). Depending on the strength contrasts used, high-angle
faults may root on multiple low-strength levels in addition to the
brittle–ductile transition. Ghisetti & Vezzani (2004, 2005) propose
that a structural high referred to as the Zaroukla culmination (ZC)
acts as a north-trending mechanical barrier that segments the south-
ern margin synrift sediments into thinner western (Aigion) and
thicker eastern (Derveni-Xylocastro) subbasins and extends off-
shore as a submerged ridge between Galaxidi and Akrata (Fig. 3).
They attribute the variable depth to the seismogenic zone and the
maximum length of faults on either side of the basement culmina-
tion to different depths of a detachment at the top of the Phyllite-
Quartzite nappe (Fig. 2). However, the proposed offshore extension
of the ZC is in the same location as the deepest basement and thick-
est synrift section, we image no north-trending seafloor or basement
ridge south of the Galaxidi Peninsula, and both the Akrata-Derveni
and Galaxidi faults clearly cross the proposed barrier to fault prop-
agation (Figs 11 and 12).

The same detachment was correlated across the Peloponessos
Peninsula to the SSE as a major Miocene basin-bounding fault
and termed the East Peloponnesus Detachment by Papanikolaou
& Royden (2007). They inferred that it controlled much of the
subsidence and early sedimentation in the Corinth rift, which our
EW0108 data clearly refute (Fig. 12). Subsequently, Papanikolaou
et al. (2009) identified the mid-Miocene 25–40◦-E-dipping Itea-
Amfissa detachment, which passes through Galaxidi (Figs 2 and 3),
as the northern continuation of the East Peloponnesus Detachment
and recognized, as we do, that it pre-dated the east-trending Corinth
rift structures, by which it is cut.

As explained by Jolivet et al. (2010), the detachment mapped
by Sorel (2000), the Zaroukla decollement near the base of the
Gavrovo-Tripolitsa carbonates (that indicates northerly extension),
lies above the East Peloponnesus (a.k.a. Cretan) detachment at the
top of the metapelitic Phyllite-Quartzite nappe (that has NE stretch-
ing lineations). Furthermore, the high-angle Tsivlos Fault (Fig. 2)
cuts the former and may root on the latter (see figs 5 and 6 in
Jolivet et al. 2010). Their fig. 6 is a composite section that combines
features from the western and central sectors (Helike and Aigion
faults and western microseismicity, versus Zaroukla-Tsivlos faults
and central seismic section offshore). In contrast, our results in-
dicate that the structural architectures of the western and central
sectors are fundamentally different (Fig. 14), as also recognized for
different reasons by Ghisetti & Vezzani (2005).

Jolivet et al. (2010) go on to speculate that the post-orogenic
detachments of the Cyclades may provide good analogues for the
deformation active below the GoC at the depth of the brittle–ductile
transition. In our view, however, the Corinth Rift stands in marked
contrast to the Cyclades, Colorado and Papua New Guinea meta-
morphic core complexes that formed in arc/backarc terranes with

elevated heat flow and syn-rift magmatism (e.g. Lister & Baldwin
1993). The thermally cool forearc setting and cross-orogen struc-
tures unaccompanied by magmatism make the Corinth Rift a poor
analogue and unlikely precursor for metamorphic core complex
formation.

The NNW structural grain of the Pindos zone parallels the domi-
nant trend of the Hellenide nappe stack through central Greece and
is highly oblique to the strike of normal faults (Figs 1 and 2). In con-
trast, the basement structural fabric is aligned ESE uniquely in the
Parnassos zone, pre-conditioning the structural grain of the base-
ment of the central and eastern GoC (Fig. 2). The fabric is nearly
fault parallel where the GoC is widest, where faulting is concen-
trated offshore, where measured horizontal extension is large, and
where the crust is thinner than that of the Hellenides. The transition
from the Pindos to the Parnassos zone across their suture along the
northern margin (Fig. 2) coincides with the western-central sector
boundary, the eastward deepening Gulf floor and top of basement.
Likewise, the transition from the Parnassos to the Pelagonian nappe
in the east coincides with transition to the Alkyonides Gulf across
a basement culmination. We oversimplify the complexity of the
nappe stack in Fig. 2 but suggest that the change in orientation
of nappe structural fabric pre-conditions the basement, and may
control the geometry and position of large normal faults across the
central and eastern sectors. The alignment of the inherited basement
structure bordering the Parnassos is likely a significant factor in the
localization of the GoC.

The relatively shallow dips of the intrabasement portions of the
southern border faults and their listric or biplanar geometries do not
definitively indicate the presence of an active detachment fault. The
low-angle faults might detach at shallow levels in the upper crust
and not directly link to the seismogenic zone. The basement beneath
the GoC is heterogeneous. We infer that potential slip surfaces along
sutures, bedding planes and weak lithologies within the nappe stack
act as detachments and play an important role in strain partitioning.
This complexity may be why deep, continuous, seismogenic faults
are so difficult to image beneath the GoC, leaving one tempted
to draw lines through clouds of micro-earthquakes. Despite our
inability to image faults extending into the seismogenic zone, we
have shown that, except possibly in the western sector, the southern
margin faults do not maintain a high-angle through the upper crust.

Based on our observations, we propose the following simple
structural model for the Corinth rift. In the central and eastern sec-
tors, multiple, subparallel, low-angle interfaces inherited from the
structural fabric associated with the Parnassos nappe stack are being
reactivated in the basement, with higher-angle faults linking them
to each other and, via listric to biplanar faults, to the surface. In
contrast, in the western sector the structural fabric of the thick oro-
genic crust and Pindos nappe stack is at a high angle to the Corinth
rift axis. Without favorably oriented pre-existing basement fabric,
a broader zone of high-angle faults developed there. Whether they
detach at depth in a fault or ductile zone remains to be determined.
The greater total offshore extension of the central and eastern sec-
tors is now being complemented by focused extension that GPS data
confirm is occurring at increasing rates along strike in the western
sector.
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